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Sarah Horne AIFD, CFD, is an internationally recognised floral designer, 
with a long list of awards and accolades to her name. Sarah is sole proprietor 
of the beautiful Sarah Horne Flowers which is based in Royal Leamington 
Spa and has been offering specialist services in weddings since 1980.

The team at Sarah Horne are famous for their gorgeous wedding flower 
designs. With over 35 years experience working around the world Sarah 
Horne are the perfect choice to create your wedding flowers whether 
your taste is wild and romantic, subtle and stylish or just way out wacky! 
Everyone’s wedding is special and important to the team at Sarah Horne, so 
whether you are having a lavish wedding at Blenheim Palace or small intimate 
affair in a local restaurant Sarah Horne have the perfect flowers for you.

Awards and Accolades
✿  Chelsea Florist of the Year 2011 
✿  Chelsea Gold Medals 2006, 2007, 2011
✿  Chelsea Silver Medal on the Royal Leamington Spa Exhibit (Great Pavilion) 2014 
✿  Interflora Wedding Florist of the Year 2011 
✿  Flower Shop of the Year UK runners up 2006/7
✿  Tatton Park Flower Show Winner British Florists Association Competition 2010 
✿  Chelsea Silver Gilt Medal 2009 
✿  Chelsea Bronze Medal 2005, 2010
✿  American Institute Floral Designers Symposium featured designer 2008, 2010 & 2011
✿  Metz Challenge Cup Winner 2002
✿  Flower Council of Holland Regional Retail Florists of the Year 1996, 1997
✿  Represented England in the L’Eurofloral Trophy in France 2010 
✿  Twice featured in the Independent Newspapers top UK florists

Professional Memberships
✿  American Institute of Floral Designers inducted in Seattle 2005
✿  Pandoras Box International Design Group
✿  British Florists Association
✿  Interflora
✿  Chairperson Bid Leamington Board of Directors

Congratulations on your forthcoming marriage.
Flowers have been a lifelong passion for me and 
being invited to create someone’s wedding flowers 
is just the ultimate honour.
At Sarah Horne Flowers I have surrounded 
myself with a team of passionate, skilled and 
creative professionals who work with me to design 
and create the most beautiful wedding flowers.
We would love to create yours!
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Choosing your Bouquets
When choosing your bouquet think about what you want 
the flowers to convey in terms of mood for your wedding.  
If you are getting married in a country house hotel or a 
more formal building or marquee then a more traditional 
formal style looks beautiful,so keep your bouquet neat 
and classic, either a teardrop bouquet or a neat handtied 
bouquet with little or no foliage and choose classic 
flowers such as roses, peonies lilies or hydrangeas, For 
a very romantic interpretation of this theme keep to just 
roses in soft harmonious tints and tones with maybe 
the addition of gypsophilia or trailing ivy for softness, 
perhaps consider a flowing shower bouquet.

You may opt 
for a very sharp 
c o n t e m p o r a r y 
style, in which case 
clear contemporary 
colours such as 
aubergine, lime 
green or reds and 
cerises set the 
scene well as do 
mixed primary 

colours featuring gerbera or cala lilies for instance.  
Tropical flowers also fit well with contemporary styling 
as does a simply arranged collection of all white 
flowers.

For a glamorous black or white tie wedding why not 
glitz it up with the addition of crystals and pearls to 
a sophisticated green and white or black and white 
theme.

The cottage garden look is very beautiful for a little less 
formal mood, using a slightly stronger colour palette 
than the traditional formal style, this theme embraces 
all of those pinks, whites, lilacs and purples in all 
their glorious tints and tones, using a wide selection 
of flowers found growing in English country gardens 
through the summer, with garden foliages and herbs 
woven through it.

If you are looking for a very relaxed feeling to your 
wedding day why not opt for a country meadow style 
which focuses in on grasses, thlaspi, gypsophilia and 
tiny bloomed natural looking flowers such as phlox, 
astrantia and september flower, this is ideal for a tepee 
reception or outdoor country themed day.

Vintage weddings also offer a relaxed mood where 
the bouquets take on an eclectic mix of flowers and 
colours. Whatever your style, once the brides bouquet 
is chosen use this as a guide for the bridesmaids and 
flower girls bouquets.  You can play around with the 
volume of colour and flower varieties used depending 
on their dress colour as long as there is a thread 
running through all of the flowers.
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Wedding Reception Flowers
When choosing the designs for your 
wedding reception tables consider;-

✿  The mood or theme of your wedding. The style and ceiling height of your 
venue. The drama or subtlety you want to create in the room. Your budget

Sarah’s tips on tables;-

✿  With more than 10 tables why not have half tall and half low. This will 
add texture to the room and make your budget go further.

✿  You can use the same arrangement for your ceremony table and top 
table this will give you full use of it. You can just add length to it if you 
need to for the top table.

✿  Have empty vases ready at the reception to display the bride and 
bridesmaids bouquets, you can even use them to enhance the top table.

✿  Add Sarah Horne organic massage candles to your tables, then gather 
them up and take them home, every time you light them the fragrance 
will remind you of your wedding day! (don’t tell the guests that they are 
gorgeous massage candles or you’ll lose them all!) Consider scale of 
design carefully, it looks wrong to have an elegant high ceilinged room 
with a little jam jar of flowers in the middle of the table.  You invest a 
lot in the venue and appropriate flower designs totally enhance it.
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Sarah Horne Bespoke



Price Guidelines to Help when Setting your Budget
Brides Bouquets
Handtied Bouquets from £55 to £120
Wired Teardrop Bouquet from £100 to £175
Wired Shower Bouquet from £140 to £250
Norwegian Strings Bouquet from £175 to £250
Wire Leaf Holder from £85 to £150
Over the Arm Bouquet from £65 to £95

Bridesmaids Bouquets
Handtied Bouquets from £35 to £65
Classic Wired Posy from £75 to £95
Wire Leaf Holder from £67.50 to 87.50
Over the Arm Bouquet from £35 to £50
Wrist Corsage from £25 to £35
Gypsophilia Posy from £27.50 to £45
Tiny Flower Girl Posy from £17.50 to £35
Decorated Single Flower from £15 to £30

Buttonholes and Corsages
Grooms from £6 to £15
Gents from £5 to £10
Bride/Grooms Mothers Corsages from £15 to £30
Guest Corsages from £12.50 to £25
Wrist Corsages from £22.50 to £30

Headdresses
Individual Flowers Wired from £1.50 to £7 each
Comb of Flowers from £18 to £30
Tiara of Flowers from £30 to £65
Garland of Flowers Adult from £35 to £60
Garland for a Flower Girl from £30 to £40
Aliceband of Flowers from £28 to £55
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Church and Ceremony flowers
Tied Pew or Chair Decorations from £10 to £20 each
Arranged Pew Ends from £20 to £40 each
Gypsophilia Chair/Pew Decorations from £6 to £20 each
(We suggest decorating the end of every other pair of pews/chairs)

Pedestal Arrangements from £130 to £300
Large Kilner Vases on Stands from £75 to £150
Window Designs from £40 to £100
Archway Garlands from £10 to £30 per foot plus fitting
Door/Screen Round or Heart Garlands from £40 to £120
Ceremony Table Arrangements from £75 to £250
If your church or venue doesn’t have pedestal stands we can hire them for £20 each including local collection within 10 mile radius.

Wedding Reception Flowers
Top Table Designs
Cascading Design from £85 to £250
Cubes of Flowers Along the Table from £25 to £60 per cube
Long Low Design from £65 to £100
Selection of Vintage Vases Along the Table from £100 to £250
Chair Backs from £5 to £15 each

Guest Table Designs
Simple Tall Contemporary Vase of Flowers from £25 to £50
60cm and 80cm Lily Vase featuring a Handtied of Flowers from £50 to £120
60cm and 80cm Lily Vases featuring a Sphere of Flowers from £65 to £120
Vase Full of Garden Style Blooms from £25 to £60 per table
Simple Candelabra of Flowers from £50 to £75
Full Candelabra of Flowers from £75 to £250
Martini Vase of Flowers from £75 to £125
Low Candle Delight Design from £40
Intimate Low Ring of Flowers (with or without candles) from £50 to £85
Collections of Vintage Vases of Flowers from £35 to £65 per table

Cake Flowers from £15 to £75
We are of course happy to quote for other designs upon request.

The above prices include VAT and vase/candelabra hire where applicable, a small fee for collection from the venue is charged 
on orders below £1,000, unless you would like to arrange return of vases and candelabra within the following week.
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We offer a Free Consultation 
with one of our Senior Wedding Florists
(A credit card number will be taken and charged with £10 upon a consultation being unattended without cancellation.)

We have a dedicated consultation area where we can sit, discuss and design your wedding flowers and 

work out a bespoke quotation for you. Saturday appointments can prove popular so please contact us early 

if you would like a Saturday

Things to decide before your first consultation

✿ Select your dress and the bridesmaids dresses, you then have a colour palette to work with.

✿ Choose your venue as this will also dictate colours and table designs.

✿  Think about what part you would like the flowers to play, don’t underestimate the impact that well 

designed, well placed flowers can have on your wedding day.

✿  Set a rough budget, this will depend on how important the flowers are to you but on average this is 

around 10% of your total wedding budget. This is very helpful in order that we can suggest appropriate 

designs and guide you on how best to allocate your budget.

✿  You don’t need to have decided on the exact detail of your flowers. Don’t worry about trawling the web 

to choose specific designs, simply think about any flowers you particularly love and definitely want 

included and any flowers which you don’t like and really don’t want to see.

✿   Jot down some rough numbers for things like buttonholes, corsages, pews in church, tables at the 

reception, then armed with colour samples come along for your consultation (pre booking is necessary) 

where one of our wedding florists will take you through your flowers and advise you on how to get the 

most from your budget.

  (we have provided a page overleaf to record your appointment and viewing times)
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Appointments and Viewing Times
Your Flowers will be seen for many years to come in all the photographs so here 
at Sarah Horne Flowers we attach a great deal of importance to you choosing 
your dream flowers.

We offer a free consultation and appointments with our experienced wedding 
flower designers and we encourage you to come along and view your flowers the 
afternoon before. 

We have provided space below to record your appointments and viewing times.

Appointment:

Appointment:

Appointment:

Viewing:
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The Gift of Flowers
Flowers make the perfect gift for the bride and 
bridegrooms mothers which are traditionally given 
at the wedding reception during the speeches. All of 
our gift bouquets are presented in a Sarah Horne gift 
box which is easy to store and transport and shows the 
recipients that their gifts have come from a Chelsea 
Gold Medallist/Chelsea Florist of the Year.

Finishing Touches
There are often many thank you’s to be made so why 
not present a Sarah Horne Gift box. These can be 
filled with a gorgeous fresh flower cupcake or vintage 
china trio of flowers or maybe one of our scented 
candle delights, alternatively a bouquet to match your 
colour scheme or a beautiful orchid plant. For a really 
indulgent gift why not include exclusive Sarah Horne 
candles or toiletries, you can even give a box full of 
creativity with a Sarah Horne Flower school voucher.

Sarah Horne English 
Organic Massage Candles 

and Toiletries
At Sarah Horne Flowers we also have our own branded 
range of gorgeous organic candles which are made 
exclusively for us in England. They make a stunning 
accompaniment to your wedding table flowers as 
well as being perfect for those wedding thank you’s. 
The oil from the candles can be used on the skin as 
a moisturiser/massage oil.  To complete the gift box 
we also have a beautiful range of own brand toiletries 
from the same artisan makers. These are all available 
online, in store and from selected stockists.
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Notes, Reminders and Things to Do!

“Dear Sarah and Alison, we just wanted to say a huge thank you for the amazing job you did on our special day!  The flowers both in the church and the marquee were stunning, 
they exceeded all expectations!  My bouquet smelled gorgeous and I adored Isabella’s cute posy!  They received many compliments from the guests! The candelabra was just 
beautiful at night with the candles lit!” Alex and Al, 2015
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